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Abstract
This curriculum project provides secondary mathematics teachers with lessons that incorporate
proofs to deepen student understanding of mathematical concepts through mathematical
reasoning and discourse. The use of proofs in secondary math is essential to prepare students for
college mathematics expectations. Mathematical proofs are difficult for students because it is not
something that they often see throughout their secondary education. The Constructivist Learning
Theory states that students learn by building on prior knowledge to create new
understanding,thus each lesson in this curriculum project begins with a review section to connect
prior learning to new concepts. Likewise, the use of the Growth Mindset and grit, also used in
the curriculum, can encourage students to believe in their mathematical abilities. Encouraging
students to attempt questions or proofs without providing immediate support can send a message
that they are capable of meeting high expectations. Within the curriculum project there are four
lessons: Introduction to Proofs; Quadratic Formula; Properties of Paralellograms; and
Remainder Theorem. The last three lessons align with the curriculum for Algebra 1, Geometry,
and Algebra 2 respectively. The first lesson was designed to introduce proofs before they are
applied in any of these courses.
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Introduction
This thesis project focuses on the importance of incorporating proofs into the high school
mathematics curriculum to better prepare students for college level mathematics. Students face
challenges when writing mathematical proofs because of reasoning required for understanding
and writing a correct proof. In high school mathematics, it is most typical for students to only
encounter proofs within the geometry curriculum. This reality may be part of the disconnect
between secondary preparation and college level expections of mathematical content knowledge.
Supporting the learning of mathematical proofs using constructivism and growth mindset
frameworks, along with itegrating proofs more throughout the secondary mathematics
curriculum could improve student mathematicsal understanding and reasoning. In the end, it
could also better prepare students for success in college level mathematics.
Literature Review
Mathematical Proofs
Students who chose to further their education after high school and attend a college or
university will most likely be required to take one or more mathematics courses, depending on
their declared major. For students who pursue science technology engineering or mathematics
(STEM) majors, their mathematics courses will be proof heavy. Research has shown that
undergraduate students have a hard time proof writing and expressing their thought processes in
a logical way (Azrou & Khelladi, 2019). Collegiate students may be underprepared because they
are only required to complete proofs in Geometry. This provides them with little exposure to the
broad proof wring they will be required to do in college. According the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, (NCTM 2000), in Principals and Standards for School Mathematics,
“reasoning and proofs are “essential” in coming to understand, explore, justify, and use
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mathematical claims” (p. 56). This stresses the importance of proofs in the building of a
student’s conceptual understanding of mathematics concepts.
When students are introduced to the Geometry curriculum in high school, it is perceived
as a different kind of mathematics. Not only is geometry very different from algebra, it is the
first time students are introduced to proof writing. Proofs and reasoning are essential to the
learning of mathematics. McCrone and Martin (2004) shared, regarding their exploratory study
in proof writing, “we investigated two components of students’ understanding- their agreement
with principles of proof understanding and their ability to construct proofs” (p. 223). Their study
included two assessments, Proof Principles Questionnaire and Proof Construction Assessment to
evaluate these components. From the Proof Principles Questionnaire, it was found that students
were struggling with the idea that proofs have to be general and not one singular example can
represent all possible examples, and that there are logical requirements that must be met when
constructing a proof (Dreyfus & Hadas 1987, as cited in McCrone & Martin, 2004, p. 224). The
results from ‘Proof Construction Assessment’ show students struggle with forming an ordered
set of linked statements and reasons to explain a proof. Furthermore, the evidence showed that
independently forming the reasoning for a proof was a major conflict for students (McCrone &
Martin, 2004). The findings from this exploratory study and similar findings cited in this study
show that understanding geometric proofs is an ongoing obstacle for students.
Proofs require a great deal of thought. One strategy that helps with clarity during the
thought process is talking with peers, which in mathematics education is referred to as
mathematical discourse. Academic achievement increases along with better communication
skills through collaborative learning. “When students interact collaboratively, they like to
explain their strategies to one another in their own words” (Farnish, Slavin, & Stevens, 1991;
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Muniz & Walmsley, 2003, p. 113). Muniz and Walmsley (2003) exclaimed “When students are
required to explain, elaborate, and defend their positions to others, they may be forced to think
more deeply about their ideas” (p. 113). Using collaborative learning and mathematical discourse
when teaching geometric proofs could deepen student understanding. Reasoning out loud and
writing a geometric proof are similar concepts in that they logically connect thoughts in ways
that support understanding. Working collaboratively on geometric proofs allows students to take
an active role in their learning and eventually become more independent when forming the
reasoning for a proof. It is key that students master the concept of a proof because they become
better mathematics learners by understanding how to develop mathematical connections.
Constructivist Learning Theory
Constructivism is a theory that is founded on the idea of students building new
understandings on previous knowledge. Some essential components of constructivism, as stated
by Yoder (2014) are; (a) Learning is characterized by cognitively active learners; (b) Learning
should happen in context and be structured around related themes or primary concepts; (c) New
knowledge constructs are built upon prior knowledge; (d) New knowledge should be applied and
feedback provided; and (e) Learner self-reflection on the learning process is a key learning
activity. Students build on prior knowledge through scaffolding, where support is gradually
decreased throughout the learning process. One way that students can become better learners is
through a cognitive apprenticeship, where students will receive knowledge through an expert
(Yoders, 2014). The expert could be the teacher, peer, or reputable sources. Grouping students to
work collaboratively can increase a student's role as an active learner and provide an opportunity
for peers to form cognitive apprenticeships with one another.
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The constructivist theory aligns with the the learning of mathematics since mathematics
requires building on previous knowledge to support the learning of new concepts. Two other key
concepts found in the constructivist theory that relate to geometric proofs are using reflective
writing and concept maps that show the connections between ideas (Campbell et al., 2019).
Proofs can be considered reflective writing because as students write a proof, they are stating the
reason why they wrote what they wrote, and they make the connections from one statement to
the next almost like a concept map. The implementation of the constructivist learning theory in a
classroom can also help to promote a growth mindset, which can encourage students when faced
with a difficult task such as geometric proofwriting.
Growth Mindset and Grit
Campbell et al., (2019) state that there are six behavior categories that are linked to the
growth mindset: challenges, persistence, effort, praise, the success of others, and learning goals.
Students may believe that mathematics ability is something they are born with or not, yet a
growth mindset can teach students to believe intelligence and ability is malleable (Jaffe, 2020).
Students who have a growth mindset approach challenges with an eagerness to learn, persist by
looking for ways to improve, believe effort leads to improvement, praise strategy and effort,
believe everyone can improve but may not be at the same level, and set goals to improve their
ability (Campbell et al., 2019).
Students can be taught how to develop a growth mindset if they do not already have one,
or they acquire one by modeling the actions of their teachers. Kathy Liu Sun (year) address how
teacher-student interactions might convey a fixed or growth mindset along with teaching
practices. Sun (2018) found the following:
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Growth-mindset-aligned mathematics instruction tended to make explicit connections to
the multidimensional nature of mathematics across the practice categories of sorting,
norm setting, engaging in mathematics, and giving feedback and assessing. In contrast,
fixed-mindset mathematics instruction tended to be more closed and one-dimensional in
nature, primarily focusing on rules and procedures. (p. 349)
When students learn mathematics, they make connections in many ways, and only teaching
students certain procedures or rules limits their ability to deepen their understanding through
their own thought process.
Students who also develop a growth mindset may also show grit when working on
mathematics. Grit can mean that students have a “never give up” attitude when approaching
challenging tasks. Jaffe (2020) said “When students with grit encounter an obstacle, they do not
repeat the same strategy; instead they come up with a new plan. Many times, students need to
work smarter not harder” (p. 256). Growth mindset and grit work together and can improve
student achievement through practices brought on by the teacher. Teachers need to help their
students recognize their grit, providing a positive environment and teacher support, setting high
expectations, giving students choice, and providing them with ample feedback (Jaffe, 2020).
Mathematics problems can seem daunting to students especially ones that consider much
thought. Setting high expectations for students to let them know that they can achieve at high
levels of understanding and promoting effort, grit, and goal setting can change the way students
will advance. Feedback is fundamental so that students can understand where they improved or
what still needs improvement. They can then use self-reflection to assess where they are in the
trajectory of accomplishing the goals that they set. This can be a framework to consider when
teaching geometric proofs to students.
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Curriculum Project
The purpose of this curriculum project is to provide secondary mathematics teachers with
lessons that incorporate proofs to deepen student understanding of mathematical concepts. The
use of proofs in secondary math is essential to prepare students for college mathematics
expectations. High school graduates who choose to further their education at college or
university enter into mathematics courses that are often proof heavy. By providing secondary
students with lessons that incorporate proofs to deepen students understanding it will hopefully
increase student’s familiarity in proof writing, strengthen conceptual understanding, and decrease
struggles during the transition to college mathematics.
The first lesson in this curriculum project is designed to be used as a precursor to any of
the other lessons such as the Quadratic Formula, Properties of Parallelograms, and the
Remainder Theorem. Lesson 1 can be used to teach students about proofs and proof writing, or
used as a refresher for students who have already learned about proofs. There are lessons in
Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2 that can follow Lesson 1 depending on the course that is
taught. Lesson 1 can be used at any point before teaching the Quadratic Formula, Properties of
Parallelograms, and the Remainder Theorem lessons. Lesson 2: Quadratic Formula, Lesson 3:
Properties of Paralellograms, and Lesson 4: Remainder Theorem all incorporate proofs so
students are able to use mathematical discourse and reasoning to deepen their understanding of
mathematical concepts. Lesson 2 is not a traditional proof in the sense of proving a theorem or
property. The proof involves showing why the quadratic formula can be used in place of
completing the square. Lessons 3 and 4 include traditional proofs proving properties of
parallelograms and the reaminder theorem respectively.
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Lesson 1 Outline
Course:
Unit:
Lesson Title:
Standard(s):

Learning
Objective(s):

This lesson is used prior to the Algebra 1, Geometry, and Alegbra 2 lessons
in this curriculum design.
Any unit after students have learned how to solve linear equations.
An Introduction to Proofs
Although there are no standards specifically on proof writing, the New York
State P-12 Common Core State Standards states, “During high school,
students begin to formalize their geometry experiences from elementary
and middle school, using more precise definitions and developing careful
proofs. Later in college some students develop Euclidean and other
geometries carefully from a small set of axioms”. This displays the need for
proof writing in other high school mathematics courses as it is only seen in
geometry.
• Students will understand the purpose of mathematical proofs.
• Students apply their learned knowledge of proofs when completing two
examples.

Materials:

Lesson 1 Worksheets, Smartboard/Projector, Computer

Timeline:

The purpose of this lesson is to either teach or review mathematical proofs.
Opening Discussion (10 – 15 minutes)
• Question 1: Ask students if they have ever heard of a
mathematical proof and think about how they would define it.
Call on multiple students to gather different perspectives and
formulate a definition.
• Question 2: Discuss with students why proofs are used in
mathematics classrooms and why you think it is important to
incorporate them more often into the curriculum.
• Question 3: Explain the typical numbered statement/reason
model that will or have already seen in class. Then talk about
college level proofs and how they are more of a paragraph
format. College level proofs are heavy on mathematical symbols
and apply many definitions and theorems.
• Question 4: Break down each of these tips for the students
especially how they will find what to prove and the given
information that is applicable to the proof.
Examples (20 – 25 minutes)
• For the non-math related examples give students a few minutes
to try and come up with something similar to a proof. The Clue
board game is one of the listed examples because when playing
the game, it is almost like one big paragraph where you are
making connections about who committed the crime with what
weapon and in which room. The player is able to make decisions
10

•

•

References:

based on previously listed knowledge that will ultimately bring
them to their answer.
Let students try and complete the first math example
independently after identifying with the class what to prove and
what the given information is. The students can either try and
write a numbered “statement/reason” proof or a paragraph
format. Students should intuitively come up with the question
“How old is the oldest person in the world?” to help support their
proof. Bring the whole classes attention to this and look up
online the current oldest person in the world. Then have the
students complete their proof with the new information, and
share what they came up with by displaying on the projector or
board. At the end go over the proof and provide a correct
example.
For the last question have students complete this independently
and then choose someone to share their answer.

Shinno, Y. (2018, March). Challenges in curriculum development for
mathematical proof in secondary school: Cultural dimensions to be
considered. Retrieved April 13, 2021, from
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323907714_Challenges_in
_curriculum_development_for_mathematical_proof_in_secondary_sc
hool_Cultural_dimensions_to_be_considered
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An Introduction to Proofs
1. What is a proof?

2. Why do we use proofs?
• Deepens understanding
• To make mathematical connections
• Strengthen content vocabulary
• We can be certain and not just assume
3. What do proofs look like?
• Grade School Mathematics
Given: 6x = x + 15
Statement

Prove: x = 3
Reason

1. 6x = x + 15

1. Given

2. 5x = 15

2. Subtraction

3. x = 3

3. Division

• College Mathematics
This is an example of a proof by induction.
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4. How should we approach proofs?
1. Understanding the problem (what is it that you’re
trying to prove?)
2. Identify the given
3. Draw diagrams or necessary information (if not
provided)
4. Look up related theorems/properties
5. Ask questions!
6. Work backwards if you’re stuck
5. Examples
Non-Math Examples
• ____________________________
• ____________________________
LET’S TRY!
You read in your history textbook about someone that
was born in 1850. Prove that this person is not still
alive.
Given:

Prove:

Math Example
Given 3x-12=0

Prove: x = 4

Statement

Reason

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.
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Lesson 2 Outline
Course:
Unit:
Lesson Title:
Standard(s):

Learning
Objective(s):
Materials:
Timeline:

Algebra 1
Quadratic Functions
Quadratic Formula
A.REI.4.a
Use the method of completing the square to transform any quadratic
equation in x into an equation of the form (x – p)2 = q that has the same
solutions. Derive the quadratic formula from this form.
A.REI.4.b
Solve quadratic equations by inspection (e.g., for x2 = 49), taking square
roots, completing the square, the quadratic formula and factoring, as
appropriate to the initial form of the equation. Recognize when the quadratic
formula gives complex solutions and write them as a ± bi for real numbers a
and b.
• Students will prove the quadratic formula can be derived by completing
the square on the general form of a quadratic equation.
• Students will construct a reason on why the quadratic formula is used.
Lesson 2 Worksheets, Smartboard/Projector, Scientific Calculator
The purpose of this lesson is for students to understand where the quadratic
formula comes from and why it works. The proof makes it easier for students
to makes these connections.
Review (5 minutes)
Have the students work on the review section when they are first
coming into the classroom. This can be treated as a warm-up and as
the students are working be sure to walk around a do a quick check
for understanding. After about five minutes has past go over each of
the bullets and call on students to share their answers.
Essential Question (2 minutes)
Ask students the essential question and gather some opinions in the
classroom. Then call on two students to fill out the general form of a
quadratic equation and what variable that it is solved for.
Questions 1 and 2 (15 minutes)
For question 1 try and convince the students that they will be able to
derive the quadratic formula by completing the square on a general
form quadratic equation. In this proof the students will try to get the
left side (given) to look like the right side (trying to prove). Before
letting them attempt this have them list out what the given is and
what they are trying to prove. Then let the students try and create
their proof and walk around to check the “Given” and “Prove” and
provide clarification as needed. If the students stop or begin to
struggle, draw the classes attention to the smartboard/projector and
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go through the proof but stop after the students gain clarity again.
After a good amount of time has passed have the students give a
thumbs up if they were able to make the left side look like the right
side. Review the whole proof and encourage students to fix any
mistakes or ask questions.
For question 2 show the students how to use the quadratic formula to
solve the equation and compare they answers to the review question
from the beginning of class.
Questions 3 – 6 (10 minutes)
Either have the students work on these questions independently or
with a partner and walk around to provide assistance. When time is
up, reveal the answers on the board. Tell them how to verify their
answers by plugging their solutions back into the function.
Questions 7 – 10 (10 minutes)
Ask the class what are the three ways that they can solve a quadratic
equation. Tell the students that they can pick whatever method they
want to use to solve questions 7 – 10, but be aware that some
methods may be more difficult to use for certain questions and it is
okay to change to a different method. Once the students have had
time to work on the questions place the answers on the board and ask
if there are any they would like to go over.
Closing (2 minutes)
This is essentially an exit ticket for the students to independently fill
out. This can either be collected or used as the review to start the next
lesson in the unit.

Note: The proof that is incorporated into this lesson is not a traditional proof. It is used to show
students why they are able to use the quadratic formula in place of completing the square. Completing
the square on a general quadratic equation may be a difficult task for students to do independently
because they are dealing with variables and not numbers. This part of the lesson should be a whole
class activity and the teacher should encourage students to share their ideas and guide their thinking
so that they are the ones to complete this proof with minimal support.
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Algebra 1: Quadratic Formula
Review
• What does a quadratic equation look like?
• What methods can you use to solve quadratic equations?
• Solve x2 + 8x + 15 = 0 by completing the square.

Essential Question: Is there another way that we can solve a
quadratic equation?
Write the general form of a quadratic equation
________________________________
What variable do we solve for when factoring or completing the
square? ________

1. Prove that ax2 + bx + c = 0 equals x =
completing the square.

−𝑏±√𝑏2 −4𝑎𝑐
2𝑎

when
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2. Use the quadratic formula to solve the previous problem x2 +
8x + 15 = 0

For questions 3 – 6 use the quadratic formula to solve.
3. Solve 7p2 – 12p + 4 = 0

4. Solve 2r2 +18r + 4 = 0

5. Solve x2 – 6x = -2
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6. Solve x2 + 2x = 8

How can you verify that your answers are correct? Go back to
questions 5 and 6 and verify your solutions.
Essential Question: Why do we use the quadratic formula as a
method to solve?
List the three ways you can solve a quadratic equation
• _____________________________
• _____________________________
• _____________________________
For questions 7 – 10 pick a method of your choice and solve the
given quadratic equation.
7. 2x2 + 5x – 3 = 0

Method __________________

8. x2 + 3x – 5 = 0

Method __________________

9. 2x2 + 18x + 4 = 0

Method ___________________
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10. x2 + 4x – 7 = 0

Method ____________________

Closing
Now let’s go back to the essential question, “Why do we use the
quadratic formula as a method to solve?” and answer it.

In your opinion do you think using the quadratic formula is the
same thing as completing the square? Why or why not?
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Lesson 3 Outline
Course:
Unit:
Lesson Title:
Standard(s):

Learning
Objective(s):
Materials:
Timeline:

Geometry
Geometric Theorems
Properties of Parallelograms
G.CO.11
Prove theorems about parallelograms. Theorems include: opposite sides are
congruent, opposite angles are congruent, the diagonals of a parallelogram
bisect each other, and conversely, rectangles are parallelograms with
congruent diagonals.
• Students will investigate parallelogram theorems by proving and applying
them.
Lesson 3 Worksheets, Smartboard/Projector, Straight Edge (optional)
The purpose of this lesson if for students to understand the properties of a
parallelogram and how to prove them. They will then use the properties to
prove that the quadrilateral is a parallelogram.
Review (5 minutes)
Have the students work on the review section when they are first
coming into the classroom. This can be treated as a warm-up and as
the students are working be sure to walk around a do a quick check
for understanding. After about five minutes has past go over each of
the bullets and call on students to share their answers.
Essential Question (2 – 4 minutes)
Ask the students the essential question and see if they can come up
with the properties of a parallelogram. Refer back to the shapes they
listed in the review to help them come up with opposite sides are
congruent, opposite angles are congruent, and the diagonals bisect
each other. Use the diagram below to show them how to label the
parallelogram.
Steps to Success (2 minutes)
Go through each step and briefly explain what they mean.
Questions 1 – 2 (10 – 15 minutes)
Do these proofs with the help of the students. They should be able to
identify the “Given” and the “Prove” before starting the proofs. The
students may need to be reminded of different properties that they
have previously learned.
Questions 3 – 5 (15 minutes)
For these questions either have the students work with a partner or in
a small group so that they are able to bounce ideas off of each other.
Once the partners or groups complete a proof have them raise their
hand so that it can be checked. They can move on to other proofs if
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their work cannot be immediately checked. Mark on their paper if
they got the proof correct or give them a guided question if there is
something they need to fix. By the end of this section all
partners/groups should have all proofs marked correct.

References:

Closing (2 – 5 minutes)
This is essentially an exit ticket for the students to independently fill
out. This can either be collected or used as the review to start the next
lesson in the unit.
Engageny. (6647, January 01). Retrieved March 24, 2021, from
https://www.engageny.org/resource/geometry-module-1-topic-elesson-28
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Geometry: Properties of Parallelograms
Review
• What is the definition of a parallelogram? Can you name
any?

• Find the alternate interior angles in the picture below.

• What is the line called that is intersecting the two
parallel lines?

• What are the triangle congruence theorems?
1. __________________
2. __________________
3. __________________
Essential Question: What properties do we assume about
parallelograms to be true?
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Now let’s prove these properties!
Steps to Success
7. Understanding the problem (what is it that you’re trying to
prove?)
8. Identify the given
9. Draw diagrams or necessary information (if not provided)
10. Look up related theorems/properties
11. Ask questions!
12. Work backwards if you’re stuck
1. If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, prove its opposite
sides and angles are equal in measure.
Given: _________________________________
Prove: _________________________________

2. If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, prove that the
diagonals bisect each other.
Given: _______________________________
Prove: _______________________________
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Let’s apply these properties!
3. If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral are equal, prove
the quadrilateral is a parallelogram.
Given:___________________________________
Prove:____________________________________

4. If both pairs of opposite angles of a quadrilateral are
equal, prove the quadrilateral is a parallelogram.
Given: ________________________________
Prove: _________________________________
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5. If the diagonals bisect each other in a quadrilateral,
prove the quadrilateral is a parallelogram.
Given: ______________________________
Prove: _______________________________

Closing
6. If the parallelogram is a rectangle, prove that the
diagonals bisect each other.
Given: _____________________________
Prove: _____________________________
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Lesson 4 Outline
Course:
Unit:
Lesson Title:
Standard(s):

Learning
Objective(s):
Materials:
Timeline:

Algebra 2
Polynomials
Remainder Theorem
A.APR.2
Know and apply the Remainder Theorem: For a polynomial p(x) and a number
a, the remainder on division by x – a is p(a), so p(a) = 0 if and only if (x – a) is a
factor of p(x).
• Students will prove the remainder theorem and apply the theorem to
various polynomial questions.
Lesson 4 Worksheets, Smartboard/Projector, Scientific Calculator, Colored
Markers/Pencils
The purpose of this lesson is for students to prove the remainder theorem
and form a deeper understanding about polynomials and their factors.
Review (5 minutes)
Have the students work on the review section when they are first
coming into the classroom. This can be treated as a warm-up and as
the students are working be sure to walk around a do a quick check
for understanding. After about five minutes has past go over each of
the bullets and call on students to share their answers.
Essential Question and Questions 1 – 2 (5 minutes)
Read the essential question to the students and gather their opinions.
Investigate in the next questions and see if the students can agree
that f(a) will always equal the remainder when a polynomial is divided
by x – a.
Break Down (2 minutes)
Have the students grab four different colored markers or pencils. Use
a simple division problem before starting this example.
For example…
15/3 = 5
15 = 5(3)+0
When completing the solution with the class tell the students that the
goal is to check the left side of the equation equal the right side of the
equation.
Proof (5 minutes)
Ask the students if this can be completed in general and what happens
when a is plugged into the polynomial. Go through the proof with the
class and guide them into completing the proof without telling them
what to write.
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Questions 3 – 4 (4 minutes)
Ask the students if they have any ideas on how to approach this
problem and apply their to formulate the correct approach. Use
question 3 as an example for students and have them complete 4 on
their own.
Questions 5 – 8 (15 minutes)
Before letting the students work with a partner on these questions
talk with them about how they know x – a is a factor. They should be
able to tell you a or (-a) if a is a negative integer. These questions will
cause the students to apply their knowledge of polynomials and
factors. Circulate the room to check for understanding and provide
assistance where needed. Go over the questions before moving on to
the closing.
Closing (4 minutes)
This is essentially an exit ticket for the students to independently fill
out. This can either be collected or used as the review to start the next
lesson in the unit.
References:

Khan Academy. (n.d.). Retrieved March 24, 2021, from
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra2/x2ec2f6f830c9fb89:pol
y-div/x2ec2f6f830c9fb89:remainder-theorem/v/polynomial-remaindertheorem-proof
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Algebra 2: Remainder Theorem
Review
• Solve f(x) = x3 + 2x2 – 3x + 4 divided by x – 7 using
polynomial long division.

• Find f(7).

• What connection can you make?

Essential Question: If you divide a polynomial f(x) by x - a,
where a is some integer, will f(a) always equal the remainder?
Let’s Investigate!
1. Divide f(x) = 2x3 + 4x2 + 5x -1 by x – 3.

Find f(3).
28

2. Divide h(x) = 3x3 – 2x2 – 150 by x – 4.

Find h(4).

Break Down
h(x) = 3x3 – 2x2 -150 q(x) = 3x2 + 10x +40

x – a = x – 4 r = 10

Proof of the Remainder Theorem
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3. F(x) = x4 – 2x3 + kx2 – 11 where k is an unknown integer.
F(x) divided by x – 2 has a remainder of 1. What is the
value of k?

4. P(x) = x4 – 2x3 – kx2 + 4 where k is an unknown integer.
P(x) divided by x – 3 has a remainder 4. What is the value
of k?

5. P(x) is a polynomial
P(-5) = -2

P(-3) = 6

P(3) = 7

P(5) = -1

What is the remainder when P(x) is divided by x + 3?

What is the remainder when P(x) is divided by x – 5?

6. Is x – 3 a factor of 2x4 -11x3 +15x2 + 4x -12?

7. Find the value of c so that x – 2 is a factor of the
polynomial
p(x) = x3 – 4x2 + 3x + c.
30

8. Find the value of c so that x + 3 is a factor of the
polynomial
p(x) = x3 – 4x2 + cx + 33

Closing
9. What is the remainder when p(x) is divided by (x – 5)?

10. From the graph above find a factor of p(x).
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My Turn
I designed these lessons to provide high school mathematics teachers with resources to
incorporate proofs into more lessons across high school mathematics, not just in geometry. The
purpose of these proofs are to increase conceptual understanding, mathematical reasoning, and
better prepare students for college level mathematics. While completeing my undergraduate
degree I found that I was extremely unprepared for the amount of proof writing that I would
incounter as a mathematics major. It was expected of me to know how to write different kinds of
proofs (induction, direct, contradiction, contraposition, etc.). Geometry is mostly were students
will see and use proofs throughout high school, so having to meet such a high expectation in
college is challenging. Not every student is going to be a math major in college, but STEM,
business, and many other majors may require students to take one or more math courses. These
courses generally are theory heavy in order for students to create a strong conceptual
understanding of the topics. When writing a proof students need to use mathematical discourse
and reasoning to logically connect their thoughts and ultimately prove theorems. I wanted proofs
to be a part of these lessons so that students have a chance to practice this skill throughout
Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2. Although these are just single lessons in different courses it
can be used as a model for teachers on how to include proofs for conceptual understanding,
mathematical reasoning, and mathematical discourse.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, teachers should incorporate proofs into their lessons so that students have a
chance to deepen conceptual understanding and use mathematical reasoning and discourse.
Teachers can also use this as an opportunity for students to practice proof writing as a skill to
better prepare students for college level mathematics expectations. Proofs can be challenging for
students because they are not frequently used throughout the high school mathematics
curriculum. This curriculum project applies growth minset and grit and the constructivist
learning theory to aid students in proof writing. It is my hope that other mathematics teachers can
use these resources in their own classrooms.
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Keys

An Introduction to Proofs

1. What is a proof?
“A mathematical proof is an argument which convinces
other people that something is true.”

2. Why do we use proofs?
• Deepens understanding
• To make mathematical connections
• Strengthen content vocabulary
• We can be certain and not just assume
3. What do proofs look like?
• Grade School Mathematics
Given: 6x = x + 15
Statement

Prove: x = 3
Reason

1. 6x = x + 15

1. Given

2. 5x = 15

2. Subtraction

3. x = 3

3. Division

• College Mathematics
This is an example of a proof by induction.
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4. How should we approach proofs?
1. Understanding the problem (what is it that you’re
trying to prove?)
2. Identify the given
3. Draw diagrams or necessary information (if not
provided)
4. Look up related theorems/properties
5. Ask questions!
6. Work backwards if you’re stuck
7. Examples
Non-Math Examples
• CLUE GAME
• ____________________________
LET’S TRY!
You read in your history textbook about someone that
was born in 1850. Prove that this person is not still
alive.
Students will have to ask the question who is the oldest person
in the world and the class will find the answer.

Given: Person was born in 1850
not still alive

Prove: They are

The oldest person in the world is 117 years old and
her name is Kane Tanaka. It is the year 2021 so we
need to subtract 1850 from this year to find out how
old this person would be from your history book. 20211850 = 171. This older than the oldest person alive so
this person from your history book cannot still be
alive.
Math Example
Given 3x -12=0

Prove: x = 4

Statement
1. 3x – 12 = 0
2. 3x = 12

Reason
1. Given
2. Addition

3. x = 4

3. Division
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